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Do a template for press mounting. That’s
easy by doing the “rub trick” with a soft pencil on a piece of paper taped to the press
underside; some manufacturers provide templates. Otherwise, use a centering tool to
mark the holes, used through the mounting
holes on the press. Even being a little bit off
hurts wonders. A cool trick for drilling holes in
laminate or wood is to put masking tape over
the marks for the drill bit start marks before
boring. This keeps the material from splintering. Never (ever) use the press holes themselves as a guide for the drill bit.
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nuts, remain in place on the bench top underside and the bolts are just run
down into them. That makes it simple to mount and dismount with allenhead
screws. Less benchtop clutter also.
Bolt goes down through the press
mounting hole, preceded by a plain
washer. A fender washer then goes
against the bottom of the bench,
followed by a nut, either plain preceded by a star washer or nylock.

fender washer

nylock nut
GET SERIOUS ABOUT MOUNTING

plain washer

I strongly suggest backing up the underside bench nuts with washers. Otherwise there will be compression of the nut into the bench material, and ultimately result in loosening. This is actually very important… Use a fender (flat)
washer next to the wood, and a star (locking) washer between the nut and the
fender washer (stars face the nut underside), or use nuts with “nylock” inserts.
After mounting the press securely, keep it secure. Check all the fasteners
especially after the first few uses. And, as just recommended, here’s where
washers and locking fasteners help. As said, the washers help avoid the compression into a wooden benchtop that can otherwise ultimately lead to a lifetime of snugging down the bolts – they’re not tightening, they’re just pushing
in deeper... The locking fasteners are resistant to stress-induced movement.
I have increasingly become a fan of
using threaded retainers in place of
nuts to screw the bolts to. This is a
great means to secure things like
case trimmers, powder meters, or
anything else that might need to
come on and then off the workbench
area. Threaded inserts, such as t-
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I’m sho no carpenter, but after working with handloading enough, a fellow
will develop a few essential skills. A few tools to purchase: appropriate
sized drill bits for starting screw holes (never don’t drill a hole beforehand);
appropriate drill bits for press mounting, usually 1/4 inch, and the kind with
a starter point are the bomb; a corded drill, not cordless, and preferably with
a level indicator. And drill down straight! Even a tad amount of angle in a
bored hole can make it muy difficult to get the fasteners to cooperate.
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